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Introduction
This is the Local Account for North Yorkshire Health and Adult
Services for 2018/2019. It is an account of what we have done to
support people across the County during last year; how we have
invested public money and what we aim to do in 2019/2020.
The main focus of this report is
Adult Social Care, however Health
and Adult Services includes Public
Health and this report should be
read in conjunction with the Director
of Public Health’s Annual Report
available on the following link.
www.nypartnerships.
org.uk/DPHAR
During 2018/19 we have continued
to implement our new model of
social care that is aimed at offering
support to people who need it. It is
based on preventing, reducing and
delaying when people need social
care. The model has a strong focus
on prevention. Support is offered
through focusing on what people
can do and through their local
communities. We work with people
to focus on what individuals can

do to maximise their opportunities
to remain independent. We aim
to offer care and support where
people live, ideally in their own home
or within their own community.

Cllr Caroline Dickinson Cllr Michael Harrison

Richard Webb

Executive Member
Public Health, Prevention
and Supported Housing

Corporate Director
Health and Adult Services

Executive Member
Adult Social Care and
Health Integration

Much of our work is undertaken
in partnership with other agencies
such as care providers, the NHS;
District and Borough Councils,
Police, Fire Service, community and
voluntary sector organisations.
We would like to thank everyone
who works across the service and
to individuals and communities
who work with us. We hope
that you will fnd this report
interesting and helpful.
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Section 2

Who we are
and what
we do

At 80.6 years for men and 84.2 years
for women, life expectancy is better
than the England average meaning
there are many people living into
their 80s. However, there is a gap
between the least and most deprived

The chart below shows, for
males, healthy life expectancy in
Rudby ward, Hambleton is higher
than overall life expectancy in
Castle ward, Scarborough.

Healthy life expectancy (HLE) and life expectancy (LE) by gender, 2009-13
Health state life expectancy by 2011 Census wards in England and Wales
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North Yorkshire is England’s largest
county. It has some urban areas and
is also highly rural. We serve a total
population of 614,500 people with
149,000 people (24.2%) over the
age of 65 years. North Yorkshire is
the retirement destination of choice
for many people and this has clear
implications as the population ages.

communities of around 5.6 years for
men and 4.3 years for women. Wider
gaps can be seen between wards and
in the absolute gap between the least
and most deprived neighbourhoods.
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Population forecasts suggest signifcant increases in older age groups. By 2041:
■ the largest population groups will be aged 70-79, compared with 50-59 at present;
■ 211,400 people (33.6% of the total population) will be aged 65+, up from 149,000 in 2018, a 42% increase in numbers;
■ 76,700 people (12.2%) will be aged 80+, up from 40,200 in 2018, a 91% increase in numbers;
■ Those aged 90+ will more than double from 7,200 to 18,300.
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An ageing population is a positive: many
older people are the glue of our communities,
caring for younger and peer generations and

providing a bedrock of volunteers, however
advanced age does bring with it greater
likelihood of physical and mental frailty.

Age profle, North Yorkshire

Projected age profle, North Yorkshire, 2041

ONS mid-year population estimates 2018

ONS 2016 population projection
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We are among the least deprived Local Authorities in England, ranked 126th most deprived out of 152 upper tier local
authorities for the overall Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD 2015). However, Scarborough continues to be the most
deprived district in North Yorkshire, ranked 82nd most deprived out of 326 lower tier local authorities.
Based on the most recently published
comparative data1, our strengths are:
■ Low placement of adults aged 18-64
into residential and nursing care.
■ A high proportion of adults with a learning
disability in paid employment.
■ A high proportion of adults with
learning diffculties who live in their
own home or with family.
■ A high proportion of adults in contact
with secondary mental health who
are in paid employment.

1

Our areas for further development are:
■ A low proportion of people using social
care who receive direct payments.
■ A low proportion of carers who
receive direct payments.
■ Road safety continues to be a challenge
and we continue to work with the ’95 Alive’
campaign to further reduce road deaths.

We work closely with 5 (soon to be 3) Clinical
Commissioning Groups, 4 main Acute and
Community NHS Trusts and 2 main Mental Health
NHS Trusts, in excess of 70 GP practices and
7 borough and district councils. There is one
Sustainability and Transformation Plan footprint
in Humber Coast and Vale, and one Integrated
Care System in West Yorkshire and Harrogate.
We commission public health and social care
services from a range of providers including the
NHS. We are also a signifcant provider of social
care services, in part because we are often the
only viable provider in areas where the market
is fragile. Building social care market capacity
continues to be a key priority going forward.

2017/18 Adult Social Care Outcomes

Framework and 2018 Public Health Profle

1 2017/18 Adult Social Care Outcomes
Framework and 2018 Public Health Profle
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Section 3

What we did in 2018/19
Care and Support
There have been 2,878 contacts to the
Living Well service during 2018/19. This is an
increase of 11% from the previous year with
a signifcant increase in referrals from Primary
and Secondary Care. This has diverted referrals
away from Independence and Planned Care
Teams. We have also developed the Supported
Employment Service, as part of Living Well.
We also participated in the Safe and
Connected trial with Royal Mail as part of the
Government’s Loneliness Strategy to deliver
early intervention to people in Whitby.

We have been working to develop an improved offer
for carers within North Yorkshire. An Implementation
group has been working to deliver actions identifed
in the Carers Strategy, launched early 2018. This
has included working in partnership to improve
early identifcation of carers; to provide an initial
response to enquiries and offer more carers
assessments. We have re-commissioned our carers
respite sitting services. We have been exploring
new ways to build carers’ infuence into planning
and delivery of the carers’ offer at different stages
of their caring journey. However, we plan to work
more closely with carers in the coming years to
look at how we can support people better.

Our care pathway has a focus on prevention to
help people live well and remain independent for
as long as possible. Our Reablement Delivery
Teams continued to help people regain their
independence with over 83.1% of people
not requiring any care and support 90 days
after their reablement support has ended.
This year we participated in an LGA/ADASS Adult
Social Care Peer Review with a focus on the use
of resources. This was a positive review which
endorsed our investment in prevention. As in all
reviews, there were areas of development identifed
and we have been working to build on our current
performance to make further improvements.
Likewise, our LGA/ASPH Public Health peer
review commended our work and prevention.
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Mental Health

In-house Provider Services

Over the last year, the mental health service has
been working to develop a distinct social care
mental health offer to the people of North Yorkshire.
In May 2019, we implemented the new social
care pathway with the NYCC social care staff
relinquishing care coordination responsibility to
enable them to work alongside health colleagues
to provide holistic approach for people receiving
mental health support. We have worked to develop
the prevention offer, by widening the service
criteria to be able to support people in receipt of
both primary care and crisis services and increase
the offer into the inpatient services to support
effective discharge planning and ongoing support
in the community where required. The AMHP
(approved mental health professional) model has
been developed to support a more consistent
approach across the county when a request
for a Mental Health Act assessment is received
ensuring a timely and appropriate response.

This year has been an exciting and busy year for
our in-house provider services. We have invested in
both additional staff and building improvements at 5
Whitby Road, Pickering to enable the development
of 10 beds for people living with dementia.
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Benkhill Lodge won an award for the effciency
category as part of the Innovations Award for
their Step up Step Down work in supporting
preventing avoidable hospital admissions.
In relation to our CQC rating 25 out of 39 services
were inspected within the last 12 months. 24
have been rated as Good, 1 rated “Requires
Improvement.” Where there have been areas for
improvement we have developed action plans and
we aim to improve our rating at the next inspection.

We have widened the short breaks offer
in all learning disability respite services to
adults of all ages and older people, people
with mental health conditions and physical
disabilities. This will offer people greater
fexibility and access to respite services.

This year we have also introduced an online
customer survey – the initial draft report
indicates an overall rating of 4.5 out 5 stars.
This will be available on the NYCC website.
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Seasonal Flu vaccination
for frontline care staff
Residential and
domiciliary care
staff will be eligible
to receive a free
vaccine through the
national programme.
In the last fu season teams were asked to collate
data on uptake, and 1,092 members of staff
informed us whether or not they had the vaccine.
Of these 453 (41.5%) reported having had the
vaccine. We are planning to increase uptake
further by recruiting fu champions in teams and
providing additional options for staff to access
the vaccine. A communications campaign will
also be delivered to encourage uptake.

Workforce
We have continued to try innovative approaches
to attract people to a career in care through our
‘Make Care Matter Campaign’ and we are using
social media extensively to raise the profle of this
campaign. This is open to all employers in health
and social care as we want to make health and
social care in North Yorkshire a career of choice.

We will be here on
Thursday 30th May,
1pm – 3pm.
Come and speak to us.

We have implemented the County Council’s
apprenticeship scheme with the largest uptake
in Health and Adult Services. Over 60 new
starters undertaking the level 2 qualifcation and
an up-skilling programme of 30 staff wanting
to undertake the level 3 qualifcation.
Do something
extraordinary and
make care matter

Find out how you can make care matter at

Working in partnership with

www.makecarematter.co.uk
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Health and Wellbeing Board
We have continued to work closely with our partners
in the NHS. Throughout the year we have been
working with our partners in Harrogate, including
the Foundation Trust, Primary Care, the Mental
Health Trust (TEWV) and the Clinical Commissioning
Group, to develop an alliance of health and social
care in Harrogate and Rural District. We intend to
implement these plans, aiming to have joint health
and social care teams, during 2019/20. We will be
working with the current Alliance partners as well
as other partners, including the voluntary sector.
We have worked with colleagues from Hambleton
Richmondshire Whitby Clinical Commissioning
Group and South Tees Foundation Trust to
embed our integrated discharge pathways
and are continuing to embed the trusted
assessor model, where “Home frst” is our
aim and unnecessary delays are reduced or
eliminated. Working with Primary Care is an
increasingly important part of what we do.
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Engagement events have been completed in
Scarborough, Harrogate and Northallerton to gain
the public’s views on the draft Health and Wellbeing
Board Digital Strategy, with further events being
planned for the Vale of York area and Craven. This
is a strategy called ‘My Health, My Technology’
which is being led through the Health & Wellbeing
Board. A digital challenge process is underway
for technology companies to present innovative
solutions to social isolation and rurality to the Board.
My Health My Technology
An anticipated £50k funding has been allocated
for innovation bids. Further information is available
on www.northyorks.gov.uk/digitalchallenge
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Commissioning Activity

Schemes are now operational in most major
market towns as well as smaller places such as
Bainbridge and Helmsley. Additional schemes
are currently in development in Scarborough,
Great Ayton, Skipton, Filey and Bentham with
plans for a further 5 schemes well developed.

Domestic Abuse Services
There has been a long history of the local authorities
of York; North Yorkshire and the Offce of the Police
Fire and Crime commissioner in improving domestic
abuse services. This has culminated in the joint
commissioning of an enhanced and complete
package of support to help all victims and survivors
cope with the effects of domestic abuse and also
refuge and accommodation based services.
Funding from all parties has been put together to
develop the joint service aligned to one shared
set of outcomes and a shared focus of quality
and customer service. There has been recognition
of this in a good practice guide “Putting victims
frst”– how PCCs are making a difference.
Assistive Technology
The Council have re-commissioned the AT service
moving from 7 locality contracts with a range of
providers to a single Countywide contract. This
new service is now led by occupational therapy and
has a countywide responder service incorporated,
delivered by Yorkshire Ambulance Service.

Extra Care
Two new Extra Care Developments have opened,
one in Harrogate and one in Helmsley providing
over 110 extra care units across the county.
The North Yorkshire Extra Care programme is one
of the largest and most successful development
programmes in the country. In 2019/20 schemes
have opened in Harrogate and Helmsley meaning
that there are currently 23 Extra Care schemes
operating across North Yorkshire providing over
1200 units of accommodation with support. As well
as providing permanent homes for people, some
schemes in the Hambleton, Richmondshire & Whitby
CCG area house short stay intermediate care beds
which allow people to remain in, or return to their
own community instead of remaining in hospital.

These future Extra Care schemes may look
different from traditional builds with a focus on
Hybrid Residential/Extra Care developments,
Extra Care+ which will allow schemes to support
people with more complex care needs including
those with nursing needs, and smaller scale
schemes to support smaller, rural communities.
We will continue to work with our development
partners to explore opportunities for a range
of housing with support options for people
with a range of care and support needs.
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Quality Improvement Team
A new service has been created to improve
quality within the care market and in turn increase
market sustainability. The QIT team focus on
regulated care delivery and provide advice,
guidance, training and practical support to ensure
providers meet their regulatory requirements. The
work of the team has had a direct impact on the
market and on people that use services. This is
shown in the numbers of providers supported,
with recognised improvements based on the
CQC rating, and the lifting of full suspensions.
The number of approved providers in North
Yorkshire is 295, the team has supported
approximately 60 to date. Out of the 60 providers
supported 18 have been re inspected by the
CQC, all 18 Providers have improved in their
ratings to “Good” The team have focused
on supporting providers that have a CQC
rating of Requires Improvement or Inadequate
or that may be suspended from working
with the Local Authority based on risk.
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Feedback from the market has been very
positive, with a 100% positive feedback.
The team have received a commendation
from the Hambleton, Richmondshire CCG
and at the 2019 Innovation awards were
fnalised and highly commended.
“Increased use of the Immedicare Telemedicine
Service to reduce patient’s admissions to acute
sites across Hambleton, Richmondshire and
Whitby. Collectively we have worked with the
Quality Improvement Team to communicate
the benefts of telemedicine and to support
additional training. The team has been
invaluable at promoting this service to ensure
the CCG’s investment is utilised and that
patients beneft from this additional resource.”
“In summary we look forward to working
with the Quality Improvement Team in
2019/20 to ensure that there remains a
coordinated, collaborative approach towards
safeguarding the quality and safety of services
provided to our patient population”.

Feedback from the Independent Care Sector Group:
“The ICG are highly supportive of the essential
support role the quality team at NYCC offer
to the sector. The team strive to break down
any barriers and create opportunities for
early meaningful engagement with individual
providers. Ultimately with the passion to drive
improvement in quality and safety. We look
forward to working with the team in the future
and congratulate them on the successes.”
Feedback from a Provider Member of the ICG:
“We are currently working with North Yorkshire
County Council improvements team which we
have found to be an invaluable and continually
strive to comply with legislation and best practice.
The training support and help with documentation
has been invaluable. We have specifcally benefted
from the fre training which has helped us to
address some of the CQC inspection feedback.”
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Public Health

NHS Health Checks Completed – 17,344
Cardiovascular disease identifed
through Health Checks – 2,273
Alcohol identifcation and brief advice
delivered in primary care – 8,921
People receiving specialist drug and
alcohol treatment – 2,243
Completed structure adult weight
management programme – 1,489
First appointment for sexual health
services in North Yorkshire – 5,490
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Tackling childhood obesity
The Public Health team led North Yorkshire bid to
take part in national Childhood Obesity Trailblazer
Programme and were one of 13 councils selected
to take part in the Discovery phase. The bid was
based on the School Zone concept, which is
about creating healthy food and physical activity
environments within a school zone (the school
environment itself, and the environment surrounding
the school). We are now working with two schools.

14

Other initiatives include promoting healthy catering in
schools working with the Council’s School catering
team and action to reduce sale of high energy
drinks to children with the Trading Standards team.
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On 31 October 2018, the Responsible
Retailer scheme was offcially launched
alongside the introduction of a voluntary
ban on the supply of energy drinks to
under 16s in Colburn, Richmondshire.

Workplace Wellbeing Award

16?

energy
drink

Under

You will be asked for ID
to buy high caffeine energy drinks.
This shop will not sell to under 16s.
Acceptable forms of ID
• Driving licence
• Passport
• Cards bearing the
PASS hologram

Trading Standards

In March we launched the North Yorkshire
Workplace Wellbeing Award. As the UK workforce
continues to age and the State pension age
continues to rise, there will be an increasing
number of employees living with long-term
conditions so it is more important than ever to
make changes that improve and maintain the health
and wellbeing of the North Yorkshire workforce.
After short-term illnesses the most common
reasons for sickness absence are musculoskeletal
problems such as back pain and mental health
issues, in particular stress, depression and
anxiety. The Workplace Wellbeing Award is
designed to address these health problems.
It is open to any size and type of business in
North Yorkshire: public, private or voluntary
sector organisations. There are three levels to
the award – bronze, silver, and gold. Each level
builds on previous achievements and has core
components relating to organisational culture,
leadership and employee engagement along
with specifc lifestyle elements to deal with
preventable ill health issues in the workplace.
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Take home Naloxone
A key initiative to tackle drug related deaths
is availability of Naloxone. Naloxone is an
emergency medication that can be given to
an individual who has or is suspected to have
taken an overdose of opiates. It reverses the
effects, providing an opportunity for immediate
medical treatment until further medical help can
be provided, ultimately preventing death.
On 1July 2018, North Yorkshire Horizons
launched a Take Home Naloxone programme. The
programme developed in partnership with the North
Yorkshire Public Health team, and funded by the
North Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner
Community Fund, aims to reduce the number
of drug related deaths across the county.
Through the programme individuals at risk of
opiate overdose, their close family members and
friends are provided with a Take Home Naloxone
kit. All individuals receiving
the kit complete training on
recognising the signs of a drug
overdose, basic frst aid and
step by step guidance on how
to administer the Naloxone.

16

Suicide prevention
and self-harm

existing work underway through the locality Suicide
Action Plan and improves access to and quality
of mental health services, preventing suicides.

We work closely with the NHS and other
organisations to reduce suicides and self-harm.
In April 2018, the Durham, Darlington, Tees,
Hambleton, Richmondshire and Whitby STP
was invited to submit a plan to NHS England
for suicide prevention. The funding enhances

Funding for the Hambleton, Richmondshire and
Whitby (HRW) CCG area is delivered via the
Stronger Communities grant process and launched
in January 2019, contributing towards a national
10% reduction in the suicide rate by 2020/21.
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Additionally, NHS funding has been secured to
further develop Mental Health First Aid (MHFA),
Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training (ASIST)
and SafeTalk training in the HRW CCG area.
Other STPs are developing their approach to this
important public health concern. Risks include
coordination across all three STPs covering North
Yorkshire, given their different stages of funding
allocation for suicide prevention. In each STP, the
provision for postvention or bereavement support
may be different; NYCC currently has the Major
Incident Response Team (MIRT) providing some
trained volunteer support through coroners.

Protecting the population
from outbreaks
Pandemic fu is different to seasonal fu as it
arises when a fu virus emerges for which there
is no human immunity and no vaccine available.
Pandemic infuenza remains the top risk nationally.
A pandemic could emerge at any time of the
year, anywhere in the world, including the UK.
The Public Health team and the Resilience and
Emergencies Team worked together to develop a
plan for NYCC to respond to a pandemic outbreak.

The event was attended by approximately 30
people. Participants fed back that the event
had increased their understanding of pandemic
fu, roles and responsibilities during a pandemic
and how best to work with partners.
The team has also led work on developing a mass
treatment and vaccination plan for outbreaks
where large groups of people need to be treated
or vaccinated in order to control the outbreak.
The plan covers common scenarios and has
been updated in response to exercises as well
as real incidents where it has been used.

The plan was exercised in January with the aim
of testing the capacity and resilience of NYCC
directorates and services in the event of a pandemic
fu outbreak, with the assistance of partner
organisations, including North Yorkshire Police, NHS
England, Public Health England and local CCGs.
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Section 4

How did we do?
During 2017/18
we delivered:

During 2018/19
we delivered:

11,415

12,720

people received a long term support service

people received a long term support service

7,527community based packages
3,888 residential packages
1,111extra care places
2,101contacts to Living Well Service
1,507Direct Payments

8,405 community based packages
4,315 residential packages
1,117extra care places
2,890 contacts to Living Well Service
1,536 Direct Payments
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Our performance around hospital discharges has
improved throughout the year and remains a key
priority for our assessment teams. It is important
people are not delayed in hospital as this can lead to
further illness and de-conditioning which can result
in a person becoming dependent on others to meet
their care and support needs. It is also important
we help local hospitals manage their discharges
so hospital beds are only used for people who
have a medical need to stay in hospital as delayed
discharges create other pressures in the hospital.
Throughout 2018/19 we worked hard to improve
our performance around reducing delays for people
being discharged from hospital. Our performance
refects this, and the chart below shows that
we maintained the steady reduction in social
care delays that was started during 2017/17.
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Days per 100,00 aged 18+

Delayed days per 100,000 population aged 18+ by attributable organisation for North Yorkshire
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At the end of the year, we had achieved a 70%
reduction in social care delays against the
government’s target that required a 65% reduction.
We achieved this by improving data sharing with
our hospital trust partners and by agreeing joint

Transfers of Care Protocols, which has meant we
have more consistent approaches to transfers of
care in health and social care teams. This makes
it easier to work together for quicker and better
outcomes for the people we are supporting.

The progress we have made is worth celebrating,
but improving Transfers of Care remains a priority
and will be a key feature of our increasingly
joined-up work with health partners in 2019/20.
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Complaints

Compliments

During 2018-19, 317 complaints were received,
compared to 308 in 2017-18. This is a slight
increase of 5. The fgures demonstrate that there
continues to be a year on year increase.

During 2018-19, 1,209 compliments have been recorded for Health & Adult
Services. This is an increase of 342 recorded during the previous year.

During 2018-19, 23 decisions were received from the
LGSCO, a slight decrease from the previous year.
Of the 23 decisions received this year, they
were classifed by the LGSCO as:
■ 3 – Closed Out of jurisdiction
■ 5 – Not Upheld – No further action
■ 14 – Upheld: maladministration and injustice
■ 1 – Upheld: maladministration, no injustice
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Below are some comments we have received about our services:
“My Re-ablement team were brilliant!
Everyone kind, professional, knowledgeable,
friendly, encouraging, caring, patient,
did not rush me and noticed my
progress and made positive comments
respectfully made helpful suggestions.
They were very supportive of me and each
other – a real team and I am very lucky to have
had them working with me. I would like to thank
them so very much for what they did and how
they did it. I would like that to be recognised
and applauded by their management.”

“I would just like to say a big thank you to all
the staff who visited me after my recent stay
in hospital. The support and encouragement
was frst class, particularly the confdence
they all gave me to walk up and downstairs
on crutches. Also the help keeping my scalp
psoriasis under control. A lovely professional
and friendly team of workers that supported
both myself and Raymond. Thank you.”
“We had a visit from a worker – she was
excellent, she understood my daughter’s
problems and had an excellent knowledge
of Asperger’s Syndrome. Explained things in
ways my daughter could relate to. Offered
excellent ideas and solutions, spent the
time to get to knew her (my daughter) and
was not made to feel rushed. She has only
been with North Yorkshire for 3 weeks
when we saw her and we believe she will
be a great asset to your Selby team.”
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Safeguarding
“I am writing to you to thank you for the love,
kindness, understanding and patience you have
shown in caring for my mother for nearly fve years.
All of you have been really brilliant and my husband
and I have been so impressed with your dedication,
professionalism and your willingness to go the extra
mile even when she was very agitated and poorly.
I am particularly pleased that she was able to stay
at Silver Birches in the last stages of her illness.
Your home is a model of excellence and we are so
grateful to every member of staff – thank you.”
“Thank you all for the last 15 months looking after
Mrs M. It can’t have been easy especially with me on
your backs. It was only because I cared. She was so
determined to stay amongst us all in her last days,
she certainly was where she wanted to be. I know
you all will miss her very much with her smile.
That’s one thing she never lost – all the endless
cups of tea, mum always kept you all on your toes.
I really would love you to accept these chocolates
as a thank you from me and when your next have
a cup of tea, have a chocolate and smile. All above
and beyond is what you all did and I said it before I
salute all of you for the care and understanding.”

1,021

We completed
enquires relating to safeguarding concerns

10% of safeguarding concerns related
to people over the age of 65 years

60% of safeguarding enquiries related
to people over the age of 75 years

60% of safeguarding enquiries related to female adults
Risk was reduced or removed in 88% of enquiries
57% of reported abuse occurred in the adult at risk’s own home
6% of reported abuse occurred in care homes
65% of adults at risk felt their outcomes were fully met
3,025 Deprivation of Liberty applications were received
Safeguarding week took place in June with the Council involved in a
number of events taking place across the county. In Skipton Fire Station
there was information on a range of safeguarding issues
including avoiding scams, staying safe online, cyber-bullying
and grooming. In Scarborough information was available in the
town centre from the police, County Council and community
partnerships focusing on fraud, cyber fraud and scams.
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Co-Production
North Yorkshire County Council Health and
Adult Services is committed to working with
communities to develop our services and increase
opportunities for coproduction and co-design.
The directorate worked with a number of user-led
representative groups and forums, including:
■ North Yorkshire Disability Forum
and fve local disability forums
■ North Yorkshire Learning Disability
Partnership Board and associated groups
■ North Yorkshire Forum for Older People +

Our work with forums includes facilitation,
liaison and partnership working, grant funding,
and together strengthening people’s voice and
participation. We directly supported and/or attended
over 50 forum meetings with the above groups,
and worked with forum members on a number
of projects including the following examples:
■ Age Friendly Communities steering
group and local engagement events
■ Co-producing and co-delivering Live Well
Live Longer Learning Disability Strategy
action plans including plans to improve
take up of annual health checks
■ Co-producing a series of top tips, guides and
flms about issues such as safety in the home, a
good social care assessment and energy saving
■ Co-writing a letter about the importance of
the Accessible Information Standard, sent to
over 900 health and social care organisations
■ Local accessibility audits and access awards
■ Liaison with NYCC Business and Environmental
Services on criteria for allocating the
Highways Improvement Budget
■ Local user-led forums designed and
delivered projects in their community such
as the Ripon ‘Take a Seat’ project and
the Selby Mystery Shopping project
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■ Taking part in LGA peer review, staff
awards judging panels, recruitment panels
and commissioning of new services
■ Contributing to the Director of
Public Health’s annual report,
■ Discussions with commissioners on the
wheelchair service for North Yorkshire (building
on previous involvement in developing
the specifcations for the wheelchair and
community equipment services)
Health and Adult Services colleagues also
worked with and/or supported a number of other
groups and forums in our communities such as
the Craven Mental Health and Wellbeing Forum,
the Harrogate Service User Involvement Group
(mental health), dementia strategy implementation
groups and carers strategy steering group.
Customers contributed to the co-design of the
new Blue Badges online application process and
social care fnancial assessment online forms.

Health and Adult Services Local Account 2018/19

A series of open-invitation digital drop-ins took
place and events run with members of local
groups including Harrogate Older People’s
Forum and Craven Communities Together. These
were very positive sessions, most interestingly
highlighting that people often do not see, now
common pieces of equipment such as smart
phones and IPads as ‘technology’. The feedback
from events and survey were fed back to North
Yorkshire Health and Wellbeing Board to assist
with the development of a digital strategy.

In our engagement programme, we work in
partnership with our Stronger Communities
colleagues to connect with local communities
and support local engagement groups,
such as the local disability forums.
We support colleagues working on the Customer
programme to reach disabled and older people
to understand their views and needs, such
as the importance of accessible information,
in order to inform strategy and practice.

As well as traditional telecare aids such as
call pendants and fall monitors, NYCC takes
a highly personalised approach to supporting
people through the use of technology. This has
included trialling robotic pets for people living with
dementia in partnership with Dementia Forward.
Although at the early stage, this trial is already
showing positive results for people in terms of
reducing anxiety and behaviour that challenges.
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Section 5

How much did
we spend?

The Adult Social Care Budget for 2018/19
was £257,227,000. It was invested in a
range of services as illustrated below:
Care & Support

Provider Services
& EC/PCAH
(elderly care and
personal care at
home) 9.77%

Care & Support
(Older People,
Physical, Sensory and
Learning Disabilities,
Carers) 77.23%
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77.23%

Provider Services

9.77%

Mental Health Services

5.68%

Quality & Engagement

1.09%

Commissioning

5.06%

Director & Cross-Directorate

0.94%

Health and Adult Services Local Account 2018/19

The Public Health Grant in 2018/19 was £23,407,000
and was spent on the following public health services
and interventions as illustrated below:
Gross Expenditure 2018-19
Children’s public health programmes

35.4%

Sexual health - STI testing & treatment

18.5%

NHS Health Check programme
Drug & Alcohol Misuse

2.1%
21.9%

Obesity & Physical Activity

3.8%

Stop Smoking Services & Tobacco Control

4.1%

Stronger Communities Programme

5.8%

Targeted Prevention

4.3%

Services with focus on Older People

3.1%

Children’s public health
programmes 35.4%

Drug & Alcohol
Misuse 21.9%
Sexual health STI testing &
treatment 18.5%
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Provider Market
■ Strengthening the market through
commissioning, quality and monitoring
and market development activity

Section 6

What are
we doing in
2019/20?

Prevention
■ Developing and expanding our range of
preventative services including the introduction
of the Living Well Smoke Free service.
■ Maximising people’s independence and reducing
reliance on the need for contact with services, for
example by continuing to build our Living Well Service,
we will promote social prescribing. Social prescribing,
sometimes referred to as community referral, takes
a holistic approach. Social prescribing schemes can
involve a variety of activities which are typically provided
by voluntary and community sector organisations.

■ Promoting and supporting
innovation in the market
■ Delivering our Extra Care Programme 2020
welcomes a new extra care scheme for our
locality over at Great Ayton, offering affordable
homes to our local community, the scheme
will be named Fry Court and will have a Total
of 57 units – mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments,
Shared ownership – 25 units, Rental units – 32
units, The expected practical completion and
residents moving in by end of Feb 2020. Our
teams will be busy assessing and supporting
people ready for their transition to the new build.

■ Strengthening advice at an earlier stage, and provide
more options for people to self-serve including online.
■ Review, design and co-produce a new carers
pathway; introducing a new strength based
approach to carers assessments.

Partnership
■ Delivering on our Better Care Fund proposals and
other initiatives working towards integrated care
■ Improving our performance on Delayed Transfers of Care
■ Embedding our approaches to Mental Health and
Continuing Health Care jointly with partners
■ Developing a strategy for working
collaboratively with primary care
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■ Launching the Harrogate and Rural Alliance

Health and Adult Services Local Account 2018/19

Practice and Quality
■ Further embedding strength-based approaches
to practice throughout the pathway
■ Launching new policies and procedures for
safeguarding vulnerable adults, in partnership
with the Safeguarding Adults Board
■ Reviewing and streamlining our processes and systems,
underpinned by our 2020 Modern Council programme

People: Customers and Carers
■ Ensuring that customers are at the heart of
our proposals for change, and help to shape
them, for example co-designing online tools
■ Exploring opportunities to use digital innovations
to support wellbeing, prevention and care
■ Further aligning with our Customer and
Stronger Communities Programmes

HAS 2020:
What are we
aiming for?

People: Workforce

Pounds and Budget
■ Continue to develop sustainable savings within
an overall balanced fnancial outturn position
■ Implementing more dynamic tools and systems
for performance and fnancial management

■ Developing our workforce to give them the
skills, knowledge and approaches, and develop
the right culture for our operating model
■ Strengthening the delivery of integrated
care in partnership with health
■ Working with the wider sector locally to
deliver initiatives to improve recruitment,
retention and career development

■ Ensuring a pragmatic yet robust approach to savings
delivery through balanced assessment of value for
money and value to customers and partners
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Contact us
North Yorkshire County Council, County Hall, Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL7 8AD
Our Customer Service Centre is open Monday to Friday 8.00am - 5.30pm (closed weekends and bank holidays). Tel: 01609 780 780
email: customer.services@northyorks.gov.uk web: www.northyorks.gov.uk

If you would like this information in another language or format please ask us.
Tel: 01609 780 780 email: customer.services@northyorks.gov.uk
79403 01/20

